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Poseidon’s MD on the future of diving:

At Poseidon we are always looking for new
technology - not because we love cool products
- because we love diving and at the heart of
our quest is your safety and an amazing diving
experience. That’s why I am so excited about our
introduction of a brand new rebreathing system
that I think will change the entire diving world.

It is true that rebreathers have
been around for a long time, but
they were not made for you and
me. They were too complicated
to use and too expensive to buy,
and that is something we have
dreamt of changing for a long
time.

When the brilliant Dr Bill Stone in
the US introduced a remarkable,
but still too expensive rebreather,
we thought he was on to
something fantastic, so we
seized the opportunity and
put togeather a team of highly
qualified individuals from the US
and Sweden to find out if it would
be possible to build a rebreather
that any diver could use. It had
to be user friendly, effective, safe
and affordable.

This meant that Dr Stone’s
team of scientists had to fill the
rebreather with cutting edge
technology, while Poseidon’s
team had to find cost-effective
means of production.

The Swedish-American joint
venture turned out to be very
successful. In 2008 Poseidon
launches Discovery, which is
a fully automatic rebreather
designed to give sport divers
the ultimate diving experience
without technical complications.
Now everybody can enjoy a
stress-free dive.

 

When more people all over
the world get an opportunity to
nurture leisure interests, sport
diving will just keep on growing
and with the comfort and freedom
of a fully automatic rebreather the
entire industry will undoubtedly
be affected - with its user friendly
qualities Discovery has the
potential to create a revolution
similar to the snowboard’s effect
on the alpine industry.

And as the leading producer of
diving equipment Poseidon will
continue its relentless search for
the ultimate dive.

Kurt Sjöblom
Managing Director
Poseidon Diving Systems
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Regulators - Xstream

Xstream - for demanding dives
In 2002 we launched the Xstream.

The Philosophy was to develop a product that would meet the demands of recreational divers, regardles
if you dive deep, shallow, in warm waters, cold waters, with air or gas mixes such as trimix and nitrox or
even pure O².

One of the main requirements we set, was that you should be able to dive deep. Really deep.
The 50 meters / 164 feet of the CE certification was not enough.

The Xstream was the first regulator in the world, designed for recreational diving, that was approved for
diving depths down to 200 meters/656 feet, through NORSOK, a Norwegian certification body specialized
in certifying equipment used in the oil fields of the North Sea.

Today, the Xstream has proved that we did meet our goals.

Here are some of the reasons why so many regard the Xstream as one of the best regulators in the world:

- Five low pressure and two high pressure ports.
- Built in anti freeze protection in the 1st stage.
- Industrial ruby ball that seals between the high- and low pressure chamber in the first stage.
- You can dive pure O² with the Xstream Duration directly when you un-pack it for the first time.
- O4 approved (Oxygen engineered, Oxygen compatible, Oxygen clean, Oxygen approved.)
- Approved for diving down to 200 meters/656 feet (gas dependent)
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Xstream Deep Mk 3
Art. nmbr: 0100-000

This is the regulator for those that dive with
air or trimix up to 21% oxygen.
The first stage has a built in over pressure
valve.
An Xstream Deep regulator complete with a
70 cm / 27,5 inch hose and a second stage. 

Rec. retail price: SEK 3 596:-
 

Regulators - Xstream
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Xstream Duration M26
Art. nmbr: 0100-001

Xstream Duration is approved for diving with
99,95% oxygen and it is suitable as a trimix 
and Nitrox diving regulator and/or deco 
regulator. The first stage has a built in over 
pressure valve.

Delivered without hose. (Order seperately)

NOTE! 
This model has a M26x2 connection in
accordance with the EN-144-3 standard.
This is the only variation of the Xstream
Duration sold to customers in the EU.

Rec. retail price: SEK 3 996:-

Xstream Octopus
Art. nmbr: 0100-003

Delivered with a 90 cm/35,4 inch hose. May
only be used with an Xstream first stage
that has a built in over pressure valve.

Hose connection to the second stage: 9/16”
 
Rec. retail price: SEK 1 596:-

Did you know...

That all Poseidon octopus are always of the same
quality and make as our regular second stages,
something that is rare with other manufacturers
but obvious to us. 

If you or your buddy run in to problems during a 
dive, it isn’t the quality of the octopus that determine 
the outcome...

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Regulators - Xstream

Xstream Deep
Single kit
Art. nmbr: 0100-510

This is the package for those that dive
with air or trimix with a maximum of 21%
oxygen.
The package consists of:
- An Xstream Deep regulator
- A 70 cm hose
- An Xstream Octopus with a 90 cm hose
- A Cirrus pressure gauge
- A Peli case S 
 
Rec. retail price: SEK 6 956:-

Xstream Deep
Double kit
Art. nmbr: 0100-525

This is the package for those that dive
with air or trimix with a maximum of 21%
oxygen, using twin tank sets.
The package consists of:

- Two Xstream Deep regulators
- A 70 cm hose
- A 215 cm hose
- A Cirrus pressure gauge
- A Peli case S
 
Rec. retail price: SEK 9 596:-
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Xstream Duration M26
Double kit
Art. nmbr: 0100-526

A twin tank set for trimix /Nitrox / O² diving,
according to the EN144-3 standard.
The regulator are approved for gas mixes of
up to 99,95% oxygen.

The package consists of:
- Two Xstream Duration M26x2
- A 70 cm hose (O2 clean)
- A 215 cm hose (O2 clean)
- A Cirrus pressure gauge
- A Peli case S

Rec. retail price: SEK 10 396:-

Xstream Duration M26
Single kit
Art. nmbr: 0100-514

This is the package for those that dive with
trimix and Nitrox.

The package consists of:
- An Xstream Duration M26 first stage
- Two Xstream Duration second stages
- A 70 cm hose
- A 90 cm hose
- A Cirrus pressure gauge
- A Peli case S
 
Rec. retail price: SEK 7 996:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Regulators - Xstream

Xstream Deep first stage
Art. nmbr: 0110-000

Xstream Deep is approved for diving with
air and and trimix with a maximum of 21%
oxygen.

The first stage is equipped with:
- Five low pressure ports
- Two high pressure ports
- Built in anti freeze protection
- Built in over pressure valve
- G 5/8 DIN connection

Color code: Black

Rec. retail price: SEK 2 156:-

Xstream Duration first stage
Art. nmbr: 0110-001

Xstream Duration is approved for diving with
trimix, nitrox and up to 99,95% O².

The first stage is equipped with:
- Five low pressure ports
- Two high pressure ports
- Built in anti freeze protection
- Built in over pressure valve
- M26x2 connection (EN144-3)

Color code: Green

Rec. retail price: SEK 2 316:-

Did you know...

That all Xstream Duration regulators can be dived 
with pure oxygen directly when it is unpacked the 
first time.

What other regulator can do that?
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Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Xstream Deep second stage
Art. nmbr: 0120-000

Separate second stage without hose.
Hose connection: 9/16”

May only be connected to a first stage that
has a built in over pressure valve.

Color code: Black 

Rec. retail price: SEK 1 516:-

Regulators - Xstream

Xstream Duration second stage
Art. nmbr: 0120-001

Separate second stage without hose.
O² clean.

Hose connection: 9/16”
May only be connected to a first stage that
has a built in over pressure valve.

Color code: Green

Rek pris: SEK 1 676:-
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Matching products

Trident fin
Heel strap fin made
out of 100% rubber.

Phantom mask
Double glassed mask

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Regulators - Jetstream

Though the Jetstream has been on the market for more then 20 years, it’s still a very popular regulator
among both recreational and technical divers. A robust and reliable construction that makes it suitable for
the toughest conditions.

The Jetstream was the first regulator where we went all the way, using a servo assisted second stage
valve to make the regulator breath effortless. This technical solution gave the regulator the some what
different characteristic of breathing more effortless the deeper you get. It is at about 15 meters depth that
it really starts feeling at home.

The feature of the +/- switch on the second stage makes it makes it ideal as a stage bottle regulator.

We have now improved this great regulator further, by connecting its second stage to an Xstream Deep
first stage, thus creating the Jetstream Mk3.

Great performance in a classic design
- Jetstream
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Regulators - Jetstream

Jetstream Mk 3
Art. nmbr: 0100-005

The Jetstream Mk3 is an updated version
of the classic Jetstream regulator. We have
now connected a Jetstream second stage
with an Xstream first stage, thus creating a
high performing regulator.

The over pressure valve is now built in to
the Xstream first stage allowing us to 
remove the over pressure valve from the 
hose. We have also changed that thread 
on the second stage hose connection to a 
standard 9/16 thread.

Delivered with a 70 cm hose. 

Rec. retail price: SEK 3 516:-

Jetstream Octopus
Art. nmbr: 0100-006

Jetstream Mk3 octopus with a 9/16
connection.

Delivered with a 90cm hose.

Rec. retail price: SEK 1 516:-
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Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Regulators - Jetstream

Jetstream Mk3
Single kit
Art. nmbr: 0100-506

A classic in a new configuration! A package
based on a Jetstream, but with the new Mk3
version.

Jetstream Mk3 is a combination of our
reliable Jetstream second stage and the
new Xstream first stage with a built in over
pressure valve. We’ve also changed the hose
connection on the second stage to allow
standard thread hoses to be used.

The package consists of:
- A Jetstream Mk3 regulator
- A 70 cm hose
- A Jetstream Mk3 Octopus w 90 cm hose
- A Cirrus pressure gauge
- A Peli case S

Rec. retail price: SEK 6 796:-

Jetstream Mk3
Double kit
Art. nmbr: 0100-524

The classic Jetstream in the new Mk3
version, in a package suitable for those that
dive with air or trimix (maximum of 21%
oxygen) on twin tank sets.

The package consists of:
- Two Jetstream Mk3 regulators
- A 70 cm hose
- A 215 cm hose
- A Cirrus pressure gauge
- A Peli case S
 
Rec. retail price: SEK 9 276:-
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Matching products

Besea W50
BCD

The Platform W50
BCD

Threedee mask
Double glassed mask

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Regulators - Jetstream

Xstream Deep first stage
Art. nmbr: 0110-000

Xstream Deep is approved for diving with
air and trimix with a maximum of 21%
oxygen.

The first stage is equipped with:
- Five low pressure ports
- Two high pressure ports
- Built in anti freeze protection
- Built in over pressure valve
- G 5/8 DIN connection

The first stage can be connected to a
Jetstream second stage

Color code: Black

Rec. retail price: SEK 2 156:-

Jetstream Mk3 second stage
9-16”
Art. nmbr: 0120-005

Separate Jetstream Mk3 second stage with
9/16 connection.

Delivered without hose.
 
Rec. retail price: SEK 1 436:-

Mark3 (Mk3) - What does it mean?

You might have noticed that the Xstream and Jetstream regulators in this catalogue has a ”Mk3” model designation
in their name. But what does this designation mean?

During 2008 we’ve worked on updating and improving our Xstream and Jetstream models leading to the changed
model designation: Mk3.

This has resulted in some differences from previous models that in some cases prevents older parts being used with
new ones and vice versa.

In short, the changes made to the Mk3 models can be summed up like this:

- New hose connection to the second stages. Hoses with 9/16 connections now fits the Mk3 second stages.
- Built in over pressure valve in the Xstream first stages. makes the over pressure valve in the hose redundant.
- An industrial ruby ball in the Xstream first stages. Improved reliability regardless of the level of oxygen in the
  gas mixture.

If you are wondering if the Poseidon equipment that you have is compatible with the Mk3 models, please contact
your local Poseidon dealer or contact us at info@poseidon.com
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Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Regulators - Cyklon

Take a look at the pictures above.

It’s been 50 years between the Cyklon Junior, the worlds first single hose regulator in production, and
the Cyklon 5000, the latest version of the Cyklon, still in production. Though materials and design has
changed slightly over the years, the mechanical construction of the second stage is pretty much the same
today as in 1958, when the Cyklon Junior was launched.

And we dare state that the Cyklon is still one of the best regulators in the world.

Robust, reliable and dependable in both cold and warm waters, a second stage that works just as well ”up
as down”, performance that allows it to be used for setting world records and a compact design. What else
is there to say?

If you still doubt its excellence, try it and you’ll see!

Sometimes you get it right the first
time - Cyklon
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Regulators - Cyklon

Cyklon 5000
Art. nmbr: 3950

In 1958 Poseidon launched the world’s
first single hose regulator; the Cyklon. 50
years later, this classic regulator is still in
production.

Todays version of the Cyklon is called 5000
and must be regarded as one of the worlds
most reliable regulators. Over the years
we’ve made changes in materials and 
design, but the basic functionallity of the 
second stage is still the same. And the 
regulator still beats most other brands and 
models on the market today.

Cyklon 5000 is delivered with a 70 cm hose.

Rec. retail price: SEK 3 196:-

Did you know...

That when Nuno Gomes set the deep dive world
record of 318,25 meters, he used a Cyklon.

Cyklon Metal
Art. nmbr: 3950 M

This version of the Cyklon is called Metal,
simply because the second stage housing is
made of metal. This maks the second stage
even more able to withstand more ”use
and abuse” then a Cyklon 5000. In all other
aspects, this model is identical to a Cyklon
5000.

Cyklon Metal is delivered with a 70 cm hose.

Rec. retail price: SEK 3 996:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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Regulators - Cyklon

Cyklon Metal Octopus
Art. nmbr: 2981 M

Cyklon octopus metal second stage housing,
making it real robust.

Rec. retail price: SEK 2 236:-

Cyklon 5000
Singel kit
Art. nmbr: 0100-500

Cyklon 5000 single kit with a pressure
gauge and a Peli case S.

A complete package for the recreational
diver regardless if you dive in cold or warm
waters.

The package consists of:
- A Cyklon 5000 regulator w 70 cm hose
- A Cyklon Octopus w 90 cm hose
- A Cirrus pressure gauge
- A Peli case S

Rec. retail price: SEK 6 396:-

Cyklon Octopus
Art. nmbr: 2981

Performance when you really need it! Our
second stages has no up or down which
means you can always empty it of water.

Rec. retail price: SEK 1 436:-

Cyklon Metal
Singel kit
Art. nmbr: 0100-502

A complete kit for the recreational diver,
regardless if you dive in warm or cold
waters.

The package consists of:
- A Cyklon M regulator w 70 cm hose
- A Cyklon M Octopus w 90 cm hose
- A Cirrus pressure gauge
- A Peli case S 

Rec. retail price: SEK 7 996:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Cyklon 5000
Double kit
Art. nmbr: 0100-522

Our classic Cyklon 5000 regulator in a
package suitable for twin tank diving.

The package consists of:
- Two Cyklon 5000 regulators
- One 70 cm hose
- One 215 cm hose
- A Cirrus pressure gauge
- A Peli case S 

Rec. retail price: SEK 8 796:-

Regulators - Cyklon
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Cyklon Metal
Double kit
Art. nmbr: 0100-523

One of the worlds most reliable regulators,
the Cyklon, here with the metal second
stage, in a kit for twin tank diving.

The package consists of:
- Two Cyklon Metal regulators
- A 70 cm hose
- A 215 cm hose
- A Cirrus pressure gauge
- A Peli case S

Rec. retail price: SEK 10 396:-

Did you know...

That a service kit for your Poseidon regulator
shouldn’t cost more the what a service kit for an
other regulator brand costs.

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Regulators - Cyklon

Cyklon first stage
Art. nmbr: 3720

First stage for the Cyklon 5000 and the
Cyklon metal.

- Two high pressure ports
- Four low pressure ports

Rec. retail price: SEK 1 916:-
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Matching products

Anti freeze cap
For Cyklon

Valve 300bar
Double valve

Unisuit
Drysuit

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Cyklon Metal second stage
Metal/black
Art. nmbr: 3354 M

Second stage for the Cyklon Metal.

Delivered without hose.

Rec. retail price: SEK 2 156:-

Regulators - Cyklon

Cyklon 5000 second stage
Yellow
Art. nmbr: 3536

Second stage for the Cyklon 5000 in yellow.

Delivered without hose.

Rec. retail price: SEK 1 356:-

Cyklon Metal second stage
Metal/Yellow
Art. nmbr: 3536 M

Cyklon Metal second stage in Octopus
configuration.

Delivered without hose.

Rec. retail price: SEK 2 156:-
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Cyklon 5000 second stage
Black
Art. nmbr: 3354

Second stage for the Cyklon 5000.

Delivered without hose.

Rec. retail price: SEK 1 356:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Regulators - Accessories

Neck strap for Xstream
Art. nmbr: 4540

Neck strap that fits all Xstream 2nd stages.

Color: Black

Rec. retail price: SEK 150:-

Anti freeze cap
Art. nmbr: 1286

This anti freeze cap is used to freeze protect
the Cyklon 1st stage (3720) and older
Jetstream first stages.

We recommend that the anti freeze cap
is used when diving in waters colder then
+10°C / 50°F.

Rec. retail price: SEK 73:-
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Low pressure hose Cyklon
Art. nmbr: 2946 / 2947 / 2948 / 3146 / 
3147

Low pressure hose that fits the Cyklon 5000
and the Cyklon Metal.

- 70 cm
- 90 cm
- 120 cm
- 150 cm
- 210 cm

Rec. retail price: SEK 208:- to SEK 360:-
(depending on length)

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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Regulators - Accessories

Low pressure hose with 
built-in OP valve
Art. nmbr: 4680-70 / -90 / -150 / -215

Low pressure hose for Xstream regulators
where the first stage don’t have a built
in Over Pressure valve. Also fits older
Jetstream

The hose contains an over pressure valve.

- 70 cm
- 90 cm
- 150 cm
- 215 cm

Rec. retail price: SEK 388:- to SEK 556:-
(depending on length)

Low pressure hose with built-
in OP valve - O2 clean
Art. nmbr: 4680-70-O2 / -90-O2 / -150-O2 
/ -215-O2

Low pressure hose for Xstream Duration and
Deco regulators where the first stage don’t
have a built in Over Pressure valve.
O2 clean.

The hose contains an over pressure valve.

- 70 cm
- 90 cm
- 150 cm
- 215 cm

Rec. retail price: SEK 532:- to SEK 692:-
(depending on length) Low pressure hose 9/16”

Art. nmbr: 0130-000 / -002 / -006 / -008 / 
-010

Low pressure hose for regulators with a
9/16” connection on the second stage and
3/8” on the first stage.

Fits Jetstream Mk3 second stages and
Xstream Mk3 second stages.

The first stage must have a built in over
pressure valve if you use this hose.

- 70 cm
- 90 cm
- 110 cm
- 150 cm
- 215 cm

Rec. retail price: SEK 220:- to SEK 376:-
(depending on length)

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Low pressure hose 9/16”
O2 clean
Art. nmbr: 0130-001 / -003 / -007 / -009 / 
-011

Low pressure hose for regulators with a
9/16” connection on the second stage and
3/8” on the first stage. O2 clean.

Fits Jetstream Mk3 second stages and
Xstream Mk3 second stages.

The first stage must have a built in over
pressure valve if you use this hose.

- 70 cm
- 90 cm
- 110 cm
- 150 cm
- 215 cm

Rec. retail price: SEK 356:- to SEK 520:-
(depending on length)

Regulators - Accessories

Did you know...

That rubber is a ”living” material that is effected
by outer factors such as sunlight, heat and cold.
That’s why it is important that you inspect your
hoses on a regular basis to ensure that they aren’t 
damaged.

Never dive with a damaged hose!
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Matching products

Xstream Mk3 second stage

Jetstream Mk3 second stage

Remember that...

If you intend to use our low pressure hoses
with the 9/16” connection, the first stage that
you attach them to must have an overpressure 
valve.

If you aren’t sure what hose to use on your 
Poseidon regulator, contact your local 
Poseidon dealer or contact us at
info@poseidon.com. 

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Rebreather - Discovery MkVI

Say goodbye to bubbles!
Let us use a similitude to describe what Discovery is all
about.

In a modern car there is so much advanced technology
that no ordinary driver could understand it, but everyone
with a driving-licence can enjoy a very nice drive.

The same is true for Poseidon’s brand new and fully
automatic rebreather.

Amazing technology that allows you to just don and dive.

No bubbles, no noise, no hassle.
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Rebreather - Discovery MkVI

Discovery MkVI
Art. nmbr: 6011-000

No other Rebreather is smaller, lighter
and more user friendly. But then again,
no one else has ever built a rebreather for
recreational divers. At only 18 kilos fully
loaded and ready to dive, it is lighter then
many dive tanks.Without the tanks and
canister, the Discovery only weigh 8 kilos
which makes it very suitable for traveling.
On top of that, the Discovery is fully 
automatic. The technology takes care of 
everything but the dive experience... 
That will be up to you!

Delivered in a large Peli case.

Note that Poseidon MkVI Discovery is only 
sold to divers certified to dive with the re-
breather and only delivered to a Poseidon 
dealer.

Rec. retail price: SEK 43 800:-
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Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Rebreather - Consumabels

O² sensor
Art. nmbr: 6010-206

O² sensor for the Poseidon Discovery MkVI
rebreather.

Easy to replace when the excisting sensor
shows signs of malfunction.

Sold in packages of two.
Price is per pair.

Rec. retail price: SEK 1 116:-
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Matching products

Flexisuit The Platform Threedee mask

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Valves
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They are back! The classic Poseidon valves.

Regardless if you dive with air, trimix, nitrox or pure oxygen, 200 bar or 300 bar, we have a valve for your
needs. Big stirdy knobs that makes the valve easy to open and close even if you have thick gloves on.
A simple and reliable construction that works just as well in the warm waters of the Red Sea as in Arctic
waters.

If it works, don’t fix it - Valves
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Valves

Single valve - 200bar
Art. nmbr: 0410-100

Yet an other Poseidon classic.

Our reliable and durable single valve, here in
a 200 bar configuration, with a M25 thread
connection for the tank.

G 5/8 connection to the first stage.

Rec. retail price: SEK 915:-

Single valve - 200bar - O²
Art. nmbr: 0410-101

Yet an other Poseidon classic, oxygen clean.

Our reliable and durable single valve, here in
a 200 bar configuration, with a M25 thread
connection for the tank.

M26 connection to the first stage.

White color coding for oxygen.

Rec. retail price: SEK 1 075:-

Double valve - 300bar
Art. nmbr: 2930

Our reliable and durable double valve
twin tank mounting, with a M25 thread
connection for the tank.

G5/8 DIN connection.

Rec. retail price: SEK 1 520:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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BCD

Honestly, how many of us hasn’t experienced neck, shoulder and back pain after a dive with a heavy tank
on our back? Specially at land based dives, where you have to walk for a while, with the tanks on your
back, before you get in to the water.

Our BC models Besea and The Platform are designed to be both ergonomic and comfortable and at the
same time work as a floatation device and buoyancy compensation aid. So you can enjoy the experience
both during and after the dive.

A little different, a little better - BCD
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BCD - Complete

Besea W50 
Standard / Large
Art. nmbr: 000-55 / 000-57

W50 is a sport-wing designed to perform
well for both beginners and more
experienced divers.

The Standard size is equipped with a waist
belt containing three rows of 40 cc holes.
The Large size is equipped with a waist belt
containing six rows of 40 cc holes.

The BeSea W50 is made for equipment with
a negative weight in water that does not
exceed 19 kg (41,6 lbs) and has a lifting
capacity of 225 N. The BeSea W50 can also
be equipped with integrated weight pockets,
accessory pockets, metal back plate, Pinbolt
kit and D-rings.

The wing in the lower right hand side
picture is equipped with weightpockets. (not
included)

Rec. retail price: SEK 4 436:-
                            SEK 4 496:-

Did you know...

That our two wing models, W50 and W100 fits both 
the Besea Advanced harness and The Platform.

You change wings in minutes, no tools needed !

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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BCD - Complete

Besea W100 
Standard / Large
Art. nmbr: 000-54 / 000-58

For technical diving the W100 is the right
choice. The W100 is a single bladder 
techwing purpose-designed for divers who
need to carry more equipment than normal
sport-divers and has a wide displayed wing
contour to optimise the space between the
wing legs, for double tanks.

The Standard size is equipped with a waist
belt containing three rows of 40 cc holes.

The Large size is equipped with a waist belt
containing six rows of 40 cc holes.

The narrow air passage behind the neck
does not to push the head forward or
conflict with regulator and hoses when
inflated.

The W100 is made for equipment with a
negative weight in water that does not
exceed 32 kgs (70,5 lbs) and has a lifting
capacity of 353 N. The standard tank
attachment system is a double Non-flex
tankband and this BESEA can be equipped
with integrated weight pockets, accessory
pockets, metal back plate, Pinbolt kit and
D-rings.

Rec. retail price: SEK 4 628:- 
                            SEK 4 688 :-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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BCD - Complete

The Platform W50 / W100
Art. nmbr: 0321-000 / 0321-001

”The Platform” is an ergonomicly shaped
back plate, designed to evenly distribute
the weight. The webbing loop can easaly be
size adjusted to fit most people. The back
plate has a built in quick connection for the
tank and pins that makes mounting the wing
really easy.

Manufactured in advanced materials to with
stand all possible environments and use the
Platform is built to last. For the beginner, the
dive charter or the advanced diver. It may
not conform to the latest in fancy colours
and fashion but it does its job. Less is more,
quality and ingenuity, the Poseidon way.

With a W50 wing mounted, it can handle
equipment with a negative weight in water
that does not exceed 19 kg (41,6 lbs) and
has a lifting capacity of 225 N.

With a W100 wing mounted, it can handle
equipment with a negative weight in water
that does not exceed 32 kgs (70,5 lbs) and
has a lifting capacity of 353 N.

Rec. retail price: SEK 4 800:- / 
                            SEK 5 136:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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BCD - Harness

Besea Advanced harness Mk3
Standard / Large
Art. nmbr: 0331-000 / 0332-000

Ergonomic properties developed from
advanced back-packs together with a unique
variety of adjustment options makes this
harness extraordinary.

No more stiff and sore shoulders after a dive
due to heavy tanks carried in both water
and on dry land. Add to this the possibility 
to adjust the harness to optimize both fit 
and comfort.

The Besea Advanced harness Mk3 is a
development of earlier models of the
harness, where we have integrated the
waist belts and Lumbar Support in to one
belt. It has the same ergonomic advantages
but a better fit. Additionally, we have made
attaching the wing to the harness a lot
easier. No more need for screws to attach
the wing.

The third major change, is that we have
made the shoulder straps narrower, for
better comfort and fit.

Available in two sizes: Standard (-M) and
Large (L-) where the difference between the
two sizes are the length of the waistbelt and
the number of 40 cc holes (three rows for
Standard and six rows for Large)

All of our Besea wings can be mounted on
this harness.

Rec. retail price: SEK 2 665:- / 
                            SEK 2 725:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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BCD - Harness

The Platform 
Art. nmbr: 0322-000

The Platform is like nothing seen before.
From the ergonomically shaped back plate,
designed to distribute the weight evenly
to the ”one size fits all” harness adjustable
through a single movement to the 
quickconnect bladder and tank holder.

Manufactured in advanced materials to
withstand all possible environments and
use, the Platform is built to last. For the
beginner, the dive charter or the advanced
diver. It may not conform to the latest in
fancy colours and fashion but it does its
job. Less is more, quality and ingenuity, the
Poseidon way.

All of our Besea wings can be mounted on
this harness.

Rec. retail price: SEK 2 995:-

Matching products

Jetsuit TNG 
Technica

Jetstream Mk3 MkVI Discovery

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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BCD - Wings

W50 
Art. nmbr: 0333-000

The W50 is a sport-wing designed to work
for both beginners as for more experienced
divers.

W50 works best with equipment that has a
negative buoyancy of 19 Kgs (41 lbs) or less
in water. It has a lift capacity of 225 N.

The narrow air-passage behing the diver´s
neck is designed to not limit the movement
of the head or entangle the regulator hoses
when the wing is inflated.

Fits Besea Advanced harness and The
Platform.

Rec. retail price: SEK 2 532:-

W100 
Art. nmbr: 0334-000

A tech-wing with a single inner bladder,
specially developed for divers that needs to
carry more equipment then a recreational
diver. The wider profile of the W100 wing
optimizes the spacing between the two
”wing legs” and this makes it an ideal wing
for twin-tanks.

The W100 designed to be used with
equipment that has a negative buoyancy of
32 Kgs (70 lbs) or less and it has a lifting
capacity of 353 N.

Fits Besea Advanced harness and The
Platform.

Rec. retail price: SEK 2 736:-

Did you know...

That Poseidon at the very beginning was called
Aqua Sport?

The name was changed when our products were
marketed internationally.

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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BCD - Accessories

Weight pocket Besea
Art. nmbr: 000-47

The weight pocket QR - up to four on a
waistband - feature the PocketRetractT
system and are attached using the
SprintReleaseT system.

All attached pockets can be dumped
wherever they are placed and in any
position you are in.

- Fits: BeSea Advanced Harness
- Max weight: 6 Kgs per pocket

Price is per pocket 

Rec. retail price: SEK 319:-

Weight pocket Combi
Art. nmbr: 0353-042

Weight- and accessory pocket for the Besea
40cc system.

Maximum weight is 6 kilos per pocket.

Price is per pocket 

Rec. retail price: SEK 483:-

Weight pocket Large
Art. nmbr: 0350-002

A weight pocket designed to fit both The
Platform and the Besea Advanced harness
Mk3.

The weight pocket is threaded on to a 50mm
weight belt. The weight pocket consists
of an outer and an inner pocket and each
pocket fits 4 kgs/8,8 lbs.

The weight pockets are sold in pairs.

The weight pocket also fits the Besea
Advanced harness Mk3, but then you
are required to purchase and mount the
special made weight belt (Art. nmbr: 0350-
102/0350-103) that needs to be mounted
on to the harness waist belt. The pockets
are then threaded on to the weight belt.

Price is per pair of pockets.

Rec. retail price: SEK 796:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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BCD - Accessories

D-ring - pre bent 
Art. nmbr: 001-91

The 40cc-System Stainless steel pre-bent
D-ring is approved for 2000 N. and large
numbers can be mounted in a variety
of positions; there are 60 40cc-System
holes which can be used horizontally and
vertically.

- Material: AISI 316
- Maximum load: 2000 N / 204 kgs

Rec. retail price: SEK 142:-

Steel plate - Besea 
Art. nmbr: 0310-168

Backplate in 3 mm (0,11 inch) stanless steel
for the Besea Advanced harness. Use this
plate to replace the plastic back plate that
comes with the Besea Advanced harness.

- Weight: 2,3 Kgs / 5,07 Lbs
- Thickness: 3 mm / 0,11 inch
- Material: Stainless steel

Rec. retail price: SEK 995:-

Pinbolt kit BeSea Butterfly 
Art. nmbr: 000-93

The Pinbolt kit ”Butterfly” is used for
mounting twin cylinders onto the Besea. The
kit can be fitted on both Advanced harness
and the stainless steel backplate. This kit is
constructed to fit all twin cylinders.

- Fits with: BeSea Advanved Harness
- Material: AISI 316
- Ultimate strength upper pinbolt: > 200 kgf
   / > 1961 N
- Ultimate strength lower pinbolt: > 200 kgf
   / > 1961 N

Rec. retail price: SEK 563:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.

Inflator hose 
Art. nmbr: 000-32

Low pressure hose for our Besea inflators 

- Length: 70 cm

Rec. retail price: SEK 288:-
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BCD - Accessories

Accessorie pocket - Small
Art. nmbr: 0352-032

Separate accessory pocket for the Besea
Advanced harness.

Price per pocket.

Rec. retail price: SEK 332:-

Accessorie pocket - Medium
Art. nmbr: 0352-042

Separate accessory pocket for the Besea
Advanced harness.

Price per pocket. 

Rec. retail price: SEK 374:-

Weight belt for Besea
Art. nmbr: 0350-102 / 0350-103

Separate weight belt (50mm) to be mounted
on the Besea Advanced harness Mk3, so
that weightpocket Large(0350-002) can be
mounted on the harness.

Avialable in two lengths for Standard and
Large.

Rec. retail price: SEK 90:- / SEK 95:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.

Tankband with quick 
connection
Art. nmbr: 0310-015

Tankband with quick connection for single
tank.

Fits The Platform

Rec. retail price: SEK 900:-
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Suits - Dry suits

A good diving suit is a must to be able to enjoy diving, regardless of what water temperature you dive in.

As early as 1963, Poseidon developed the first neoprene dry suit with neoprene arm, neck and face seal.
We were also the first to use a gas- and water proof zipper, in- and out-let valves for air, mounted on the
suit. Details that are standard on all dry suits today.

Today, we can offer a dry suit for all types of diving:

- Unisuit, with its 7 mm thick neoprene it can handle arctic waters
- Jetsuit, a suit made out of 5 mm neoprene, for diving in cold water
- The new Flexisuit, a dry suit made out of 3 mm neoprene that fits like a wet suit but keeps you dry.

You simply choose the suit based on what kind if dives you do.

Innovative and functional - Suits
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Suits - Dry suits

Unisuit Exclusive HB
Art. nmbr: 4510

Is there a drysuit you can take on and off
without help?

The answer is Unisuit Exclusive where the
zipper goes around the neck.
The material is 7 mm (0,27 inch) closed cell
neoprene with millions of small gas cells
that isolate and keep you warm.

Extra underwear is only necessary in
extreme conditions. It comes standard with
attached hood and neoprene neck sealing.
The same goes for the cuffs that are double.
Unisuit is reinforced with kneepads that are
welded into the suit.

It is also delivered with a freeze proof inlet
valve and a manual outlet valve.

Color: Black
Sizes: S - XXXL

Rec. retail price: SEK 9 995:-

Jetsuit TNG Technica
Art. nmbr: 4660

Made out of 5 mm neoprene.

Weight belt, shoulder and knee protection
pads are welded into the neoprene, which
makes the suit manage the toughest
conditions.

It has a separate hood and hard sole boots
angled at 45 degrees designed for the fins
to fit comfortably.

Delivered with a freeze proof inlet valve
and a variable volume outlet valve which
automatically controls the amount of air in
your suit and therefore also your buoyancy.

Color: Black
Sizes: XS - XXXL

Rec. retail price: SEK 9 495:-

Did you know...

That our Unisuit and Jetsuit dry suits are made in
our factory in Sweden?

From start to finish!

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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Suits - Dry suits

Flexisuit
Art. nmbr: 0241

Flexisuit is made out of 3 mm HD neoprene
super stretch with a very durable Armatex
nylon on the outside. Fore-arm, knee, socks
and back protection is a specially developed
Kevlar used with stretch. A wonderful suit to
wear & dive with, try it you’ll see!

- Sandwich SCS face seal
- Wrist seals in mega stretch neoprene
- Neck seal in mega stretch glide skin
- Kevlar reinforced arms, knee, socks & back
- Swivelled inlet valve
- Variable volume outlet valve
- Soft boots
- Rock boots ( not included )

Color: Black
Sizes: XS - XXXL

Rec. retail price: SEK 9 995:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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Suits - Accessories

Flexiboot
Art. nmbr: 0250

Rock boot that fits the Flexisuit.

Suitable when walking on rocks or surfaces
with sharp edges that might damage the dry
suit soft boots.

Order one size larger then what you
normally wear

Sizes: 39 - 48

Rec. retail price: SEK 595:-

Flexihood
Art. nmbr: 0245

6,5 mm double ventilated hood with 
superstretch neoprene.

Face seal in neoprene sandwich superstretch
glideskin.

Storlekar: XS - XXXL

Rec. retail price: SEK 545:-

Zipper lubricant
Art. nmbr: 0000-181

Make sure you always lubricate your dry suit
ziper after each dive. This will make your
zipper last longer.

This lubricant is specially designed for dry
suit zippers.

Rec. retail price: SEK 94:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Suits - Accessories
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Dry suit hose
Art. nmbr: 3093 / 3095

Hose for dry suit.

This model has a UNF 3/8 connection for the
first stage and a CEJN connection for the
inlet valve.

Fits the Jetsuit and the Unisuit.

Length: 80 cm / 90 cm

Rec. retail price: SEK 492:- / SEK 504:-
(depending on length)

Dry suit hose
Art. nmbr: 0130-016

Hose for dry suit.

This model has a UNF 3/8 connection for the
first stage and an inflator connection for the
inlet valve.

Fits the flexisuit.

Length: 80 cm

Rec. retail price: SEK 308:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Full face mask
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Diving with a full face mask is a bit special, both when it comes to technique and experience.

Nice and warm when diving in cold waters, you avoid getting un-protected parts of your face all numb from
the cold water, practical as you can mount communication equipment in the mask and actually talk to your
buddy during the dive. Instead of pointing and trying to make your self understood using sign language,
you can now tell your buddy what it is you mean.

Dive in your own atmosphere - Full
Face Mask



Full face Mask - Atmosphere

Atmosphere Mk3 FFM
Art. nmbr: 4900-M-BK

The Poseidon Atmosphere fullface mask is
equipped with one of the world´s highest
performing regulators - the Poseidon
Jetstream PP.

It is approved for cold water and in
combination with the mask, it features a
unique highly effective de-fogging system
which keeps the field of vision clear even
at water temperatures close or equal to
the freezing point. The mask has an 
antidistortion visor, with frosted sides to 
prevent reflections.

Works best with an Xstream first stage.

Rec. retail price: SEK 7 036:-

Atmosphere Mk3 FFM
with Xstream first stage
Art. nmbr: 4960-M-BK

Full face Mask with over pressure that
makes is suitable for diving in contaminated
waters. The second stage is a Jetstream PP,
based on our classic Jetstream.

Delivered with a Jetstream PP second stage,
hose and an Xstream Deep first stage.

Rec. retail price: SEK 7 596:-

Full face Mask - Accessories
Weights for the Full Face Mask
Art. nmbr: 4944

Bouyancy compensating weights that can
easaly be mounted on the sides of the
visor. The weights has fittings where lamps,
torches cameras etc can be mounted.

Delivered in pairs

Total weight: 0,4 Kgs (0.88 lbs)

Rec. retail price: SEK 881:-
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Did you know...

That it’s not a standard Jetstream second stage
that is mounted on the Atmosphere Full Face
Mask?

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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Mask and fins are probably the first diving equipment that you buy.

Its the basics of the equipment you need to be able to enjoy the experience ”down below”, but also some
of the most important equipment. A mask that leaks due to a bad fit or fins that gives you cramp will
quickly turn an enjoyable dive in to an unpleasant and bad experience.

Our masks and fins are designed for optimal comfort and maximum functionality.

The basics of your equipment - ABC



ABC - Masks

Phantom mask
Art. nmbr: 0720

Our new double glass mask.

Designed for best possible view area.
Silicone mask that fits most faces.
Color combinations:

- Black frame - black silicone
- Black/yellow frame - black silicone
- Black frame - transparent silicone
- Black/yellow frame - transparent silicone

Rec. retail price: SEK 556:-

Threedee mask
Art. nmbr: 8700

Our ultralight two-lense mask made
exclusive for Poseidon. The frame is made
in a ultra light polymere and the well fitting
skirt in a high quality silicone.
The buckles on the sides swivels 45 degrees
and are both strong and easy to adjust.
Colours used are typical for Poseidon where
we mix metallic surfaces with dull and the
”Poseidon yellow”.

- Black frame - black silicone
- Black/kevlar pattern - black silicone
- Blue/kevlar pattern - transparent silicone
- Yellow/black frame - transparent silicone

As an accessory, there are optical lenses in
strength from -1,5 to -6.

Rec. retail price: SEK 476:-
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Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



ABC - Fins

Trident
Art. nmbr: 0710-000 / 0710-001

Trident is our new heel strap fin made out of
100% rubber.

This fin is suitable for those that like a stiff
fin.

The heel strap is of Spring strap type.

Sizes:
- L
- XL

Rec. retail price: SEK 1 195:-
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ABC - Accessories

Optical lenses
Art. nmbr: 8701

Optical lenses for the Threedee mask
models.

Available in strength from -1,5 to -6,0.
Price is per lens.

Note that the lenses are different for right
and left side mouting. Mounting instructions
included.
 
Rec. retail price: SEK 279:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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Three important values to keep track of when you dive:

- Your depth
- How much air you got left
- What direction you are going in

Today many divers rely on their computers to keep track of these values, something that in most cases
work just fine. But what happends if the electronics fail?

With the help of analog gauges such as depth- and pressure gauges and a compass you’ll have reliable
back up to your primary sources of information, if you don’t trust the electronics 100%.

Depth, pressure and direction
- Gauges
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Gauges

Pressure gauge
Art. nmbr: 7929

This 300 bar (4350 psi) pressure gauge is
a small model that will not be in the way
during the dive. Made of robust metal. With
Poseidon’s high pressure kevlar hose.

Also available with PSI scale

Rec. retail price: SEK 1 118:-

Double console Cirrus
Art. nmbr: 8671

Ultra-compact console with pressure gauge
and depth gauge. Pressure gauge Cirrus 300
bar (4350 psi) with Poseidon’s high pressure
kevlar hose.

- Also available with PSI scale
- Depth gague to 80 meters

Rec. retail price: SEK 1 865:-

Kompass Cirrus
Art. nmbr: 8672

Impact resistant display with fluorescent
background.

Delivered in a holder that can be mounted
on the pressure gauge or console. 

Rec. retail price: SEK 681:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



After Dive Collection
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The dive is finished and you’ve taken care of your equipment. You are in a good mood after a great dive
and you and your buddies are talking about the dive.

Doesn’t this sound familiar?

This is when you put on your Poseidon watch, cap, T-shirt and sunglasses and take a zip of water from
your Poseidon water bottle.

Our After Dive Collection consists of the accessories that are almost as important as your dive gear,
where you tell the world what brand of scuba gear you’ve selected. 

After the dive - After Dive Collection
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After Dive Collection - Sun glasses

Sun glasses - Multi-X
Art. nmbr: 0040-001

Sport sunglasses, Multi-X model, with Poseidon logo.

Delivered with protective casing and neck strap.

Color: Black.
UV400 rated

Rec. retail price: SEK 236:-

Sun glasses - Classic
Art. nmbr: 0040-002

Sunglasses with Poseidon logo

Delivered with protective casing.

Color: Black
UV400 rated

Rec. retail price: SEK 156:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



After Dive Collection - Sun glasses

Sun glasses - Sport
Art. nmbr: 0040-003

Sunglasses, sport model, with Poseidon logo.
Delivered with protective casing.

Color: Black
UV400 rated

Rec. retail price: SEK 156:-
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After Dive Collection - T-shirt

T-shirt
Art. nmbr: 0040-031 - 0040-037

T-shirt made out of 100% cotton with the
Poseidon logo printed on the chest.

Color: Black

Size: S - XXL 

Rec. retail price: SEK 159:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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After Dive Collection - Pique polo

Water bottle
Art. nmbr: 0040-050

Water bottle made out of aluminum.

Volume: 750ml
 
Rec. retail price: SEK 76:-

Did you know...

That the intermediate pressure for a Jetstream
and Xstream regulator is 8,5 bar at 300 bar tank
pressure?

The Cyklon has a slightly higher intermediate
pressure; 11,5 bar at 200 bar tank pressure.

After Dive Collection - Other

Pique polo
Art. nmbr: 0040-021 - 0040-027 

Pique shirt with short arm made out of
100% cotton. Poseidon logo printed on the
chest.

Color: Black

Sizes: S - XXL  

Rec. retail price: SEK 239:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.



Bags
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Scuba gear is life supporting equipment designed to keep you alive in an environment where humans
can’t survive for long periods of time without diving equipment. If you take care of your equipment, your
equipment will take care of you.

Together with Peli case, Poseidon can now offer hard cases that protects your equipment during
transportation and storage. Of course we still have our classic soft, padded, regulator bag suitable for
both regulators and other sensitive equipment.

Protect your equipment - Bags
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Bags

Peli Case L
Art. nmbr: 0050-020

Peli case hard case for storage and
transportation of your Discovery MkVI
rebreather.

Equipped with wheels and a telescopic
handle.

Watertight, crushproof, and dust proof
Interior Dimensions: 51.7 x 39.2 x 22.9 cm

Color: Black

Rec. retail price: SEK 3 196:-

Peli Case S
Art. nmbr: 0050-021

Peli case for safe transports and storage of
your regulator.

Interior Dimensions: 30 x 22.5 x 13.2 cm

Color: Yellow

Rec. retail price: SEK 1 240:-

Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.

Did you know...

That our Peli case comes with a life time
warranty?

Just call your closest Poseidon distributor if yours
should break.



Bags

Regulator bag
Art. nmbr: 7615

Bag, suitable for your regulators or other
sensitive equipment.

Height: 28 cm
Width: 35 cm
Depth: 12 cm

Color: Black

Rec. retail price: SEK 198:-
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Recommended retail prices ex VAT and duty.
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